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To Cinderella, who could not become an engineer.



Abstract

This thesis proposes a model that can simulate multiple generations of
genetic inheritance as a way of creating varied 3D content automatic-
ally. The proposed model should be less complex and less resource
demanding than existing models while producing considerably better
results than a model generating content by simple randomization. To
achieve variation, the design of the base 3D model for character cus-
tomization was based on different animation techniques, modifiers were
based on anthropometry elements from advanced genetic simulations
and known cognitive factors important for recognition. By use of ideas
from other successful content generation and other implementations of
3D genetics, four genetic inheritance models where designed, imple-
mented and evaluated.

The results show that the proposed model produces very good and ad-
vanced looking results of genetic kinship, and can be used for genera-
tion of large numbers of content and all while using small amounts of
resources.
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1 Introduction

Game developers are more eager than ever to simulate worlds. And worlds tend to be
populated, with people or other creatures. It is important that players can connect to, and
recognize their avatar representation in these virtual worlds that can be populated by hun-
dreds of thousands of other individuals [5]. In large worlds, customization of an avatar is a
way for players to add their unique touch. The games industry knows the importance of this
and the level of detail found in some character customization tools are staggering. The fact
that some tools will allow you to customize the length of your avatars eyelashes somewhat
speaks for how valuable customization can be for player immersion and engagement.

Large worlds tend not only to be populated by player created characters but also by AI
characters. This can quickly become a content problem since someone will have to create
all of the individuals that make up the population. If the aim is realistic populations, in-
dividuals can not all look too similar. Preferably populations will not be static throughout
the game but also change during game play as well as being different each time you play
the game. Solving this manually might mean creating thousands of individuals. One way
that the gaming industry has solved other content problems is by procedurally generating
content automatically. Because this involves a level of randomness and usually no human
validation, the results can be unlikely or unrealistic if not constrained properly. In reality
populations regenerate by mating and thus generating ’constrained’ offspring as children
look like their parents and ancestors. Why not simulate this process as a way to procedur-
ally generate constrained content, adding value and realism to a game without sacrificing
a lot of resources? Computer science models for simulating genetics in 3D models are
available but they tend to be complicated and data intensive.

To solve the content problem and add extra immersion and realism to a game all at the same
time, the aim of this thesis is to propose a model that can simulate multiple generations
of genetic inheritance as a way of creating varied 3D content automatically. And it should
do so by making use of character customization tools as a base for content generation.
These results should also be achieved while using smaller amounts of resources than more
complex existing models. The aim is also that the model, while simultaneously requiring
less resources than a complex model, produces considerably better results than a model
generating content by simple randomization.

To to limit the scope of this thesis, only 3D models of human heads will be considered.
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1.0.1 Paradox Interactive

This thesis will be done in collaboration with Paradox Interactive in Stockholm. Paradox
Interactive is a leading global publisher of strategy games for PC. The world-renowned
strategy catalog stretches back to 1999, and the company holds a particularly strong pres-
ence in the United States and Europe. Their publisher portfolio includes PC franchises such
as the critically acclaimed Europa Universalis, Cities: Skylines, Crusader Kings, Magicka
and the Hearts of Iron series created by Paradox Development Studio and a network of
partner studios. [25]

The implementation will be done in collaboration with other programmers and graphical
artists at Paradox Interactive. Visual Studio 2010 will be used as IDE and the implementa-
tion will be done using C++.
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2 Background

Video games generally contain two types of characters, the characters controlled by the
player, PCs, and the non player characters which are computer-controlled usually through
artificial intelligence, NPCs. This basic idea can be traced back to table top role-playing
games that would have the players that controlled their own characters and the Game Master,
GM, that controlled all the other characters that they encountered, friend or foe.

In the games industry an avatar is a graphical representation of the user or the character
controlled by the user. Since computers could visualize simple images, video games have
strived towards the use of avatars. The word Avatar comes from the Sanskrit word Avatara
meaning ’descent’, and refers to when the Hindu gods would descend into the physical
world to interact with the mortals. Just like the gods descending into the mortal world,
players can use their avatars to ’descend’ into the virtual world.

Quake(1996) was the first mainstream game that allowed the user to change the appearance
of the avatar by offering the choice of different ’skins’ to choose from.[1] Today many
games allow players to create their own avatar by letting them customize almost everything.
From clothes, hair types, skin color, gender, personality and skills down to more subtle
things such as the width of the nose and the color of the characters nail polish. This idea
of player customization also stems from table top role-playing games where personas are
assigned a range of attributes from physical appearance to skills. [1]

2.1 Character Customization

Customization or characterization refers to the observable parts of an individual, such as
how they look, what they wear or what they sound like. How customization works and
what it will allow you to do differs from game to game. Some will allow for very precise
changes to almost everything, like the skin texture, the length of the eyelashes and the levels
of muscle and fat whereas others might only allow to change the color of the t-shirt the
character is wearing. Because of its origin in tabletop role-playing games, RPGs, character
customization is more common in RPG games but is becoming more and more prevalent in
other games as well.

The Fitting Room
Usually in games the customization does not occur during active gameplay but often before
the game starts or while it is paused. The player enters ’The Fitting Room’. Here the player
gets an overview of the character about to receive customization. Changes made to the
character are rendered in real time so that the player can see the effects of the changes. For
this thesis the focus of customization will be on the graphical representations of looks, and
especially faces.
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(a) Pulling to change cheekbones. (b) Menu of preset eyes.

Figure 1: Examples of how to customize characters in The Sims 4.

What can be done in the fitting room differs from game to game. The Sims allows players
to pull directly at the mesh of the character to make changes, almost like forming a piece
of clay. This can be seen in Figure 1a. There are constraints to what you can do and when
something is at its maximum this is indicated by showing a red mesh-like pattern. There are
also presets available to choose from which can be chosen from a separate menu and when
selected is applied to the character. An example of a menu of presets eye shapes can be seen
in Figure 1b.

Another common implementation is to only allow for a number of presets i.e. not allowing
for more precise changes. Instead the options are contained to a set number of head shapes,
a set of hairstyles, skin colors etc. that can be combined. This approach does not allow
for the same level of customization but can create a lot of individuals if there are enough
preset features to choose from. An example of a game using this technique is XCOM 2. An
example of how this can work is shown in Figure 2.
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(a) Face E selected.

(b) Face F selected.

Figure 2: Example of how character customization works in XCOM 2.

From a data perspective both of these approaches create a discrete number of unique pos-
sible characters. The first approach allowing for a much larger number of combinations.

2.1.1 Why Customization?

The video game industry is huge. The 2014 Global Games Market Report by Newzoo es-
timates that revenues will reach $102 Billion in 2017 [2]. Why we enjoy video games is a
complex field of study on its own and out of scope for this thesis. The general conclusion
seems to be that things like immersion, challenge, fantasy, excitement, diversion, compet-
ition, social interaction and achievement in the right amounts is why we keep playing [3].
Although which of these are more important is individual.

In a study by Tychsen et al. [4] about motivations for play in computer role-playing games,
character uniqueness, including character customization was ranked as the second highest
motivator out of twelve possible. It has also been shown that customization is related to
engagement, enjoyment and motivation in games [5]. Players have been shown to be so
attached to their in game representations that they feel distress when the character is harmed
by other participants’ malicious actions [6]. This might sound like a bad thing but it is this
same emotional investment that gives players enjoyment.

Of course all games are not suited for character customization, and although generally con-
sidered as important, different demographics have been shown to rate customization differ-
ently. Women as an example have been shown to be more interested in, and spend more
time on character customization [5].
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2.2 Procedural Content Generation

In computing, procedural generation is a method of creating data algorithmically as opposed
to creating it manually. In video games it refers to the automatic creation of game content
using algortithms that incorporates a random or pseudo-random process [7][8]. What is
meant by game content varies. Levels, terrain, items, names, characters, or even game rules
can be considered content that can be generated. The randomness concept is essential, a
PCG algorithm should be able to generate a large amount of varied content from only a
few input parameters [8]. Although important, what is meant by randomness in this con-
text is usually that the generation process includes some stochasticity. Often there will be
strong constraints that limits what kinds of content that can be generated, but within these
constraints the content can vary according to some pseudo-random process [7]. Generating
content for games in this fashion is not trivial, besides the computational resources needed,
the responsibility of judging the quality and likeliness of the generated content now falls on
the computer. It is easy for a level designer to see that a sort of grass is too yellow, it is
much harder for a computer to make this distinction.

There are two major methodologies in the PCG field, the teleological and the ontogenetic.
It is inevitably an approximation, but the teleological approach aims to simulate the nat-
ural physical processes which results in the desired procedural output. An example of this
approach can be to do simulations of meteorological processes to generate vegetation on a
map. The ontogenetic approach attempts to duplicate the end result of a physical process
without emulating the intermediate steps, it reproduces the results directly by use of an ad
hoc algorithm. An example of this approach is when the Perlin Noise algorithm is used to
generate height differences in game map terrains, such as mountains and valleys. This ap-
proach does not take into account the true factors that create these differences in landscape,
to do that it would have to simulate things like tectonic plate movements and erosion [8].

2.2.1 Why Generate Content?

Procedural generation of content is used as a mechanism for minimising the cost of content
creation [9]. Some of the prohibitive expenses of manually creating game content can be
replaced by use of PCG, consequently saving precious development resources [10]. This
combined with the fact that procedural generation saves memory by smaller file sizes, cre-
ates larger amounts of possible content and the randomness element creating less predictable
gameplay and hence more replay value [10] [11].
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2.3 The Science of a Face

2.3.1 The Cognitive Recognition

According to cognitive science, the following can be said about how the human visual
system, in cohort with the brain, achieves the trick that is recognizing a face.

The List of Features

When people are asked to describe someone not seldom do they fall into making a list of
separate features such as ’small brown eyes’ or ’wide nose’, this behaivor is thought to arise
from problems with our language that tend to have vocabulary items only for the separate
parts of the face. This is a problem in crime investigation where witnesses are encouraged
to recreate a suspect using ’kits’ of features containing sets of eyes, noses, mouths etc.
Research shows that recreating a face in this manner is hard even if you have a photo of the
person you are trying to recreate [12].

The Holistic View

Tanaka, J. W. and Farah, M. J. (1993) write in their work Parts and wholes in face recog-
nition that "The representation of a face used in face recognition is not composed of the
faces parts." The features are important but they are not processed separately but rather as
a composition, a whole. Our sensitivity to spatial inter-relationships between features such
as the inter-eyes and nose-mouth distance plays an important role when we process a face
[13]. This sensitivity can be tested by looking at Figure 3, the facial features are the same
for the first two faces and the last two, but the spatial inter-relationships are changed. This
view is also supported by the fact that blurred faces are only slightly harder to recognize.
This is because blurring leaves spatial configural information intact while degrading the
detail of local features [12]. It is also supported by the fact that people who suffer from
prosopagnosia, the inability to recognize the faces of familiar people, have no problems
identifying the components that make up the face i.e. the mouth and eyes etc. Someone
suffering from prosopagnosia would not be able to see the face in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Two faces with the same features but different spatial inter-
relationships.
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Other

There are a number of things that can be said about recognition of upright faces. Faces
with caricature like features and a less ’typical’ appearance are easier to recognize[12], and
of all facial features, the eyebrows are among the most important for recognition[14]. The
important configural relationships appear to be independent across the width and height
dimensions while pigmentation and texture cues are at least as important as shape cues
[14]. Finally it is a known fact that humans can recognize familiar faces even in very low-
resolution images [14].

Figure 4: What is it that makes us recognize a face?
Painting by Giuseppe Arcimboldo.

2.3.2 Anthropometry

Anthropometry, from the Greek anthropos, ’human’, and metron, ’measure’ is the scientific
measurement of humans.

Anthropometric evaluation begins with the identification of particular locations on a sub-
ject, called landmarks; defined in terms of visible or palpable features on the subject. Us-
ing carefully specified procedures and measuring instruments (such as callipers, levels and
measuring tape) a series of measurements between the landmarks are taken. As a result,
repeated measurements of the same individual (taken a few days apart) are very reliable,
and measurements of different individuals can be successfully compared [15]. Example
of anthropometric measurements can be the circumference of the hand, the width of the
forehead, shoulder-elbow length and the waist-hip ratio [16].

Anthropometric measurements are used as a statistical base and can be used to everything
from describing populations to determining the range of sizes for clothes.
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Facial Landmarks

There are no predefined landmarks to describe a human head and face due to the fact that the
selection of potential landmarks would be almost limitless. Hence different research uses
different landmarks depending on the application. There is however, a set of 44 landmarks
and their associated measurements frequently used in plastic and reconstructive surgery
from which subsets are often used by other applications[17]. These 44 landmarks can be
seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Example image with facial anthropometric landmarks. From
the works of Kolar and Salter [17].

2.3.3 Software Applications

Both the cognitive and anthropometric science regarding faces have software applications
such as game character creation, animation, simulation etc. Anthropometric landmark tech-
niques as an example, have been used to generate 3D models with measure variations [18].
Perhaps the most prominent one though is face recognition done by computers. Scientists
try to imitate what the brain does to recognize faces in different ways. Face recognition is
what helps Facebook recognize your friends and suggest you tag them in a photo but it is
also used in security systems often found at places such as airports. Some face recognition
algorithms identify faces by extracting landmarks from the face image and then analyzing
the relative position, size, and/or shape of the eyes, nose, cheekbones and jaw. This is then
used to search for other images with matching features [19]. Other face recognition al-
gorithms take pictures of a patch of skin and analyzes any marks, lines, pores and texture
and turns it into a mathematical, measurable space which can be compared to others [20].
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3 Related Work

3.1 Procedural Content Generation

One example of a games using procedural content generation is the Diablo games that have
become famous for the use of generated content both for maps but also for item and creature
names and statistics. Diablo II as an example uses a collection of files in order to randomly
generate loot, i.e. items dropped when an enemy is killed. When a monster was killed, the
program would look into a file specific for this particular monster and randomly choose a
base item, an armor or a weapon. Each base item is associated with a name, and a maximum
and a minimum value. For an armor item in this example, in the file it could look like this:
Leather Armor 10 17. A random number between min(10) and max is chosen(17). So after
the first step the item might look like this:

LEATHER ARMOR
Defense: 15

Finally the simulation generates random affixes, items can have both a prefix and a suffix,
one or the other or neither. Affixes are stored in a separate files. Each affix is also associated
with a name, a statistic and a max and min value. In the suffix file it could look like this: of
the Titan Strength 15 22. Again a random number between max and min is picked and this
will be the value of the statistic, and the suffix is added to the item name[21]. We end up
with the final item:

LEATHER ARMOR OF THE TITAN
Defense: 15
18 Strength

Creating items in this fashion results in a large number of combinations and thereby pos-
sible weapons that do not need to be stored separately but are created at runtime, which is
beneficial. Players can also play the game several times without getting a weapon with the
same name and statistics. The game Borderlands also uses PCG to generate weapons and
their behavior. For most games the procedurally generated content helps with generating
the environment, and one big issue that PCG has solved is trees. Imagine a landscape in a
game that should have trees, to have a level designer sit and place a thousand trees manually
is a waste of costly development resources. To solve this there are now separate softwares
that can do this for you. One of these separate softwares is called speedtree, and is used
to generate vegetation procedurally. As an example, the speedtree software was used to
generate trees in the environments of Witcher 3.

Even though Diablo II tends to generate good names for items it can also serve as an ex-
ample of showing one of the problems with PCG, as the following items can be generated
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in Diablo II:

Sturdy Spiked Shield of Spikes
Humonguous Giant Axe
Grim Shield Grim Shield

Humans can easily see the problems with these names, but a computer can not. This shows
why thinking about constraints for PCG is important to create good results.

3.2 Simulating 3D Genetics

Cavalcante Vieira et al. [22] [23] have devised methods for generating offspring of 3D
characters by simulation of human reproduction. Humans reproduce by diploid reproduc-
tion which after chromosome crossover results in individuals whose cells have two copies
of each chromosome.

Their first model uses anthropometric landmarks as ’DNA’ in the chromosome crossover
simulation. The offsprings’ meshes are then generated automatically from the character-
istics registered in their chromosomes by modifying a reference mesh consisting of 20×20
bezier patches associated with the landmarks. Their second article is based on their previ-
ous work but with some changes and improvements. Now face ’DNA’ is defined by a set
of anthropometric landmarks, as well as skin and eye color. The new chromosomes are a
random mix of the parents’ ’DNA’. The offspring is created automatically by using chro-
mosome data to deform a reference mesh by use of spherical influence zones. This results
in a model where genetic traits can be passive and hence manifest after several generations
down the family line. In both versions, they achieve their result by multiple simulations.
By simulating the meiosis of male and female germinative cells, a set of four spermatozo-
ids and another set four of ovules is generated from a set of parents. With these sets, 16
distinct children can be generated. The spermatozoids and ovules are then put through a set
of simulations (Chromosome duplication, Metaphase I, Metaphase II) that make up the full
chromosome crossover simulation. Finally the resulting offspring is created by performing
a per vertex calculation on a reference 3D mesh using the generated ’DNA’. For both models
the authors claim that their proposed method is far more versatile than the weighted average
of two parent meshes. The reason that they make this claim is because previous work for
3D genetics are often based on this kind of morphing technique.

Their methods hold a lot of interest but are a bit complicated. Since they try to imitate a real
process in their simulation by reproduction through chromosome crossover they take a more
of a teleological approach whereas this thesis aims for a more straightforward, ontogenetic,
approach.

3.2.1 The Sims

The Sims games series is famous for their genetic simulations and has had different imple-
mentations of genetics in all their games, the first one being released in 2000 and the latest
one in 2014 [24].
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In their later models, facial features do not cancel each other out, so if one parent has very
large eyes and the other parent very small eyes the offspring will not have average sized
eyes, the offspring will have either the small eyes or the large eyes [24]. This differs from
how the characters are customized. For inheritance features are being treated as presets
even though they were constructed by modifying the 3D model directly. It is not public
knowledge exactly how this behavior is achieved but it can be tested by letting the simulation
generate children from two manually created parents. The result of such a test can be seen
in Figure 6. The parents are quite similar except for the size of the mouth. By looking at the
daughters it is easy to see that the game will give the children either the fathers small mouth
or the mothers larger mouth, note that the daughters have been edited manually to have the
same haircut as to make it easier to distinguish their facial features.

Figure 6: Two manually created parents and six generated daughters.
(From The Sims 4)

The level of realism in this approach can be questioned but it is an easy way of creating
resemblance between two characters.
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4 3D Model Theory

4.1 A 3D Model

Exactly what defines a 3D model is not easy to say but they are often described as a set of
meshes. A mesh is a group of vertices, edges, and faces that make up the shape of the 3D
object. Their relationships can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The parts that make up a 3D model.

Models are often built by a set of meshes. Creating objects from a set of meshes results
in components that are part of the whole but can also be treated separately, like how the
wheels of a car are part of the car and separate components at the same time. Allowing
for multiple meshes means that they can be transformed independently, spinning the wheels
without spinning the whole car. Another advantage is that different shaders can be applied
to each mesh, allowing the chassi of the car to be shiny while the wheels can be lusterless
[26].

4.2 Animation

Once you have a 3D model you can animate it. For customization this is usually done by
allowing the model to change its appearance based on input from the user. There are more
than one way to achieve this. Per vertex animation is when the vertices of the mesh are
animated by an artist which then exports this as motion data that can be interpreted by the
game engine. The deformation possibilites of this technique is almost limitless, but the
amount of data grows quickly and for this reason it is rarely used in real-time games [27].
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4.2.1 Morph Target Animation

Blend Shapes, also known as Morph Targets, is a variation on the per vertex animation
technique that is used in some real-time games. To use a human face smiling as an example,
the head is first modelled with a neutral expression, the animator then creates a copy of the
face but on this copy moves a set of vertices to create a fixed smile. This deformed version
of the face is the morph target [28]. When the face is animated the animation is produced
by a blending (morphing) between the base shape and the smiling version. The position of
each vertex is calculated using linear interpolation (LERP) between the vertex’s positions
in the two versions [27]. The smiling mouth is a typical example, but morph targets can of
course also be used to change the size or shape of facial features. Animations also often
consist of several morph targets. An example of how interpolation is used in animation can
be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: How interpolation works in animation.

4.2.2 Skinned Animation

Skinned animation is done my draping a ’skin’ (a mesh) over a set of bones and tying the
vertices to the bones, thereby making them follow them when they are moved. Building the
skeleton is a process known as rigging, mapping the bones to a mesh is known as skinning,
both are performed by a 3D artist. The mapping (skinning) is done by associating vertices
to specific bones. A vertex can typically be associated with up to four bones, with each bone
influencing the vertex by a specific weight. Thus transformations can be applied to the bones
and the final position of a vertex is derived from a weighted average of the transformations
of the bones that it is associated with [27].

A skeleton is comprised of a hierarchy of bones where each bone has a parent bone (except
for the root). Each bone also has a three-dimensional transformation including its position,
scale and orientation. The full transform of a child bone is the product of its parent bone
transform and its own transform. So moving the upper arm will move the lower arm and the
hand.

Altough frequently used, some litterature claims that the term bone is actually an assumed
name and that joint is a more accurate name. Joints are what the animator actually modifies,
bones are just the empty spaces between the joints [27].
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4.3 Shaders and Texture

Figure 9: Cube
colored
by using
inter-
polated
colors of
vertices.

A shader is a small program (a function if you like) that is executed by
the Graphical Processing Unit, the GPU [26]. Shaders are part of the
rendering pipeline, the sequence of steps needed to create a 2D raster
representation of a 3D scene. A vertex shader is executed once per ver-
tex early in the rendering pipeline. In this type of shader each vertex’s
position in the virtual 3D space is prepared for later transformation
into the 2D coordinates at which it should appear at the screen. Vertex
shaders cannot create new vertices but they are responsible for lighting,
shadowing and mesh deformation i.e. the position of the vertex. As an
example, the skinning mentioned in section 4.2.2, is done in a vertex
shader. Pixel or fragment shaders are executed once per pixel and late
in the rendering pipeline. Pixel shaders receive data interpolated from
vertices and use this to determine the traits of the pixel such as color,
z-depth and alpha value. An example result of 2D appearing as 3D can
be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 10: Cube
with a
wooden
looking
texture.

Texture mapping refers to the process in which a two-dimensional im-
age known as a texture is ’wrapped around’ a three-dimensional model.
By doing this the 3D model acquires a surface texture similar to that
of the two-dimensional image surface. This is done in order to provide
detail and realism to a model. Texture mapping can be compared to
applying wallpaper, veneer or paint to a real object [29][27], this effect
can be observed in Figure 10.
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5 Method

5.1 Goal

The proposed model for this thesis, should with tools from character creation, generate var-
ied 3D content automatically. The simulation model that generates the content should also
strive to make the end results imitate genetic inheritance. And while using small amounts
of resources the proposed model should produce considerably better results than a model
generating content by simple randomization.

To assure the proposed model meet these standards, the separate requirements can be de-
signed for separately and together they should achieve the proposed result.

5.2 The Varied 3D Model

Figure 11: A face with the 29 land-
marks suggested by Caval-
cante Viera et al.

... with tools from character creation, generate varied
3D content...

To make sure that content can be varied but still
based on what is available to the character customiza-
tion tool the character customization itself must allow
for creation of a large number of different individu-
als. The reason variation is important in the base 3D
model is because the diversity of the generated con-
tent will be constrained by the number of combina-
tions it can create.

Actual customization of the 3D model will not be
done by preset feature selection but with modifi-
ers. This allows for more complex customization and
more combinations, which is desirable. The modi-
fiers will be based on the anthropometric landmarks
used in the work by Cavalcante Vieira et al., these
landmarks can be seen in Figure 11. In this way a
modifier modifies certain relations of the face such as
the width of the nose. Features will be defined as a
set of modifiers that can influence that feature. Thus

all modifiers influencing the nose area make up a set that is the nose feature.

The actual base 3D model will be built by a 3D artist. It will make use by of both morph
target animation and skinned animation as the two methods together offer more possibilit-
ies. It will have a total of thirty landmarks and thirty one modifiers associated with these
landmarks. The landmarks and most of the modifiers can be seen in Figure 12 and 13.
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Figure 12: Landmarks (green) and how their inter-relations are used as
modifiers (grey lines).

Figure 13: Landmarks (green) and how some modifiers affect angles
between landmarks (grey angles).

The modifiers will be divided into ten sets that will make up ten features. A complete list of
modifiers can be found in Appendix A but examples of features and their subsets of modi-
fiers are are listed below.

nose
width
angle
length
bridge
cheekbones

mouth
width
upper lip
lower lip
cheek width
amor bow

eye
angle
distance
temporal start
2 x lobe depth
brow thickness

neck
chin angle
chin depth
chin width
fat
jaw width
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There will also be five spatial inter-relationships, four of which can be seen on the profile
view in Figure 12 and the fifth that regulates the height of the neck. These will be considered
and inherited as separate features to increase their influence on the offspring. Finally, to
allow for more caricature like features the modifiers will allow the mesh to stretch further
than what might be possible in a real person.

The use of different animation methods and the landmarks previously used successfully by
others, combined with the use of spatial inter-relationships between features, which is is
also shown to be important for recognition and variation, will create a model with a good
set of possible individuals.

5.3 DNA Transfer Models

The simulation that generates the content should strive to make the end results imitate ge-
netic inheritance.

The way to achieve genetic inheritance will not be done by recreating the more complex
work done by Cavalcante Vieira et al. Their teleological approach for content generation
by simulation of human reproduction, although successful, is complex and will require
more resources. Instead proposed model is estimated to be found using a more ontogenetic
approach, finding an ad hoc algorithm that will yield an end result similar to their work,
without the intermediate steps. Some inspiration can be taken from their use of anthropo-
metric landmarks as the base of ’DNA’.

To achieve the goal, inspiration for simple content generation will be taken from the way
that Diablo II uses files to generate interesting content.

For genetic inheritance the idea is to reduce the advanced customization using modifiers
to simplify the inheritance process. This is done by treating the model as a simpler model
that uses preset features, like the way customization is done in XCOM 2, and the way that
inheritance works in Sims 4, with offspring inheriting whole features from their parents. As
a result, character data will be in the form of modifier names and sets of modifiers will make
up features. Note that some features may consist of a larger set of modifiers than others.
All character data will be stored in a file and simulations for generating the content will be
done by interacting with these files.

To be able to perform comparisons, which is an important part of determining if there is
a model that can successfully mimic genetic inheritance with good results, four different
models for transferring character data, henceforth referred to as DNA, will be designed and
implemented. Two of them will use simple methods (randomization and average) and will
serve as reference models. So a character is defined by its DNA, the data values of the thirty
one modifiers. DNA transfer refers to the process of data transfer from parent 3D models
to offspring. All models will require two parent DNA files and an output DNA file for the
offspring character, as input. The only exception being the Random Model which will only
require one parent file.
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Random DNA Model The Random Model is a reference model and will hence be as
simple as possible. For each modifier in the DNA file, a random value will be generated.
Thus the random model will be constrained only by the maximum and minimum values
allowed for the modifiers.

Average DNA Model The Average Model is also a very simple reference model. For
each modifier, it will read both parent values from their respective DNA file and calculate
the average. The result will be the value for the offsprings’ modifier. The Average Model is
heavily constrained by the parent models since the value can never be larger or smaller than
the modifier values of the parents.

Feature DNA Model 1 The feature model will be based on feature inheritance rather than
modifier inheritance. Features are sets of modifiers and which modifier belongs to a certain
feature will be determined by a prefix added to the name of the modifier. So all modifiers
with the nose prefix, on the form ’nose_feature_name’, belong to the set that makes up the
nose feature. So for feature inheritance, let n the be the number of features and m a random
number on the interval [0,n]. The offspring will get m random features from one parent, and
the remaining n−m features from the other parent.

Feature DNA Model 2 This model will build on Feature DNA Model 1 in the way that
features are inherited rather than separate modifiers. This model also stores two sets of
values for each feature, one active and one passive. The active feature set make up the
feature that will be visible if the character is loaded to be displayed on a screen, the passive
feature values are just that, passive, and will only be used for generating offspring. Both
active and passive feature values are stored in the DNA file. So for feature inheritance
in this model let n the be the number of features and m a random number on the interval
[3,n]. The offspring will get m random features from one parent, and the remaining n−m
features from the other parent. Thus ensuring that the offspring will not inherit all features
from a single parent. Once it is decided which parent a feature should come from, the next
step is picking the active feature for the offspring, this is done by randomizing between the
correlated parents’ active and passive features. Active features will be considered dominant
and consequently passive features will be less likely, one in four, to be selected. Next the
passive feature for the offspring is determined in the same fashion but will be either the
active or passive value from the other parent. In this way offspring can carry features from
a parent that it does not itself display, but it might become visible in its own offspring. The
idea for this model, along with the ideas that it shares with Feature Model 1, also stems from
the work by Cavalcante Vieira et al. since their model also supports passive features(traits),
that skip over generations.

The use of different techniques and that some of the models have their base in projects that
have previously proven to be successful at imitating inheritance in 3D models (Cavalcante
Vieira et al, The Sims) should be a good base for finding a simulation that can imitate
genetic inheritance.
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5.4 Evaluation Design

...while using small amounts of resources the proposed model should produce considerably
better results than a model generating content by simple randomization.

To evaluate how the different models stand against one another, resource evaluation will be
performed. As an estimation of differences in resource use, run times for all models will be
taken multiple times and the average will serve as a mark that can be used for comparison.

Determining the quality of results is not easy to do directly because even though some res-
ults will be visible in data, others can only be evaluated by actually looking at the generated
3D models. Because of this, a poll will be created as a way of evaluating the results from a
visual perspective.

The poll will be conducted in an online Google form and sent to people currently working
at Paradox Interactive. The participants will be presented with images of families generated
by the various models. For each model one image of a single generation and a second image
with three generations will be evaluated. The participants will be asked to rate the images
between one and ten based on if they perceive that the families have similarities in their
features and if features can be traced through generations. Where a rating of a one means
"I can not see any resemblance at all. I cannot trace the facial features of the child back to
the parents/ancestors." and a rating of ten means "I can very clearly see a resemblance. I
can trace the facial features of the child back to the parents/ancestors." Since there is not
time for a larger visual evaluation, participants will also be able to comment on their ratings
of the images. This qualitative data will then complete the quantitative data gathered from
the poll and help in evaluation of the results. The results of the poll will be used to estimate
how good the resulting models are at producing imitations of genetic inheritance.

These two evaluation methods will serve well to evaluate the resource use and the quality
of the generated content.

5.5 About Female Models

The 3D models will be all male. The reason that females are not part of the design is to save
time and that this is not considered part of the problem and thus not in the scope for the
thesis. The design could also have been done with all females. The appearance of a female
can easily be achieved by the use of a second base 3D model while keeping the modifiers
the same but letting them affect the female base version differently. To give a more concrete
example, say a daughter is to inherit her fathers strong wide chin (maximized modifier).
Building the daughter would then be done by loading the female version of the 3D model
and then applying the maximized value of the modifier, assuring that the daughter inherits
this feature from her father but making it come out less distinct than it would have done
in a man while still making it strong ’for a woman’. Not to mention what can be done
with accessories such as hair, make-up and jewellery to create what we would perceive as a
woman.
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5.6 About Design Choices

The base 3D model is designed separately but still with the DNA transfer models in mind
by making sure that there can be variation, certain landmarks can influence it, and that
spacial-inter relationships are part of the design. The DNA transfer models have to be
kept quite simple so that their resource use is kept low, their design is influenced by other
simple content generation while still trying to take bits and pieces from more advanced
models. By designing and implementing four different models with different behaviors,
evaluation is easier. By increasing the level of complexity for each model suggested, the
evaluation might reveal that there is a limit where increased complexity no longer improves
the results significantly, this could be a way of finding the minimum complexity model that
still produces good results, which is exactly what this thesis aims to find.
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6 Results

6.1 The 3D Model

The base 3D model is presented in an environment where it can be rotated and viewed from
different perspectives and angles. It can also be customized with the help of GUI sliders,
each slider affecting a modifier. Models files can be saved and loaded to show previously
created or generated characters in the environment. Exact details of this are not included in
the results due to confidentiality reasons. An example 3D model can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14: An example of the 3D model.

6.1.1 Possible Combinations

The 3D model has 31 modifiers and each modifier has 11 discrete steps (0-1) on the GUI
slider. Hence, a total number of 1131 or about 1.92 ·1032 distinct characters can be created.
This result varies though depending on how variation is defined. Too illustrate the difference
between what an increase of modifiers, an increase in the number of features, or the number
of feature versions, can do to the variation result, the following questions can be asked..

To create 100 000 distinct individuals...
- How many modifiers are needed? If each modifier has 11 distinct steps?
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- How many features are needed? If each feature has 5 distinct preset versions?
- How many preset feature versions are needed? If the model has 5 different features?

The results are displayed in Figure 15. The Figure shows that less than five modifiers are
necessary to create 100 000 individuals. To create the same amout of individuals a little
more than seven features are needed. Finally ten feature versions are needed to reach 100
000 individuals.

Figure 15: How the number of possible individuals is affected by the
number of modifiers/features/feature versions.

The resulting variation is different depending on the way that variation is defined. To be safe
and still get a result, assume that for each of the ten features of the base 3D model, three
distinct, perceivable, feature versions can be created by use of the sliders (modifiers). Then
the number of distinct characters that can be created with this model is instead 310 = 59049.
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6.2 Random Model Results

Figure 16: One generation generated by the Random Model.

The resulting generated content produced by the random simulation is just that, random.
Two runs with the same parent DNA file generates two different offspring DNA files. An
example family generated by the Random Model can be seen in Figure 16. Comparing
the DNA files between the parents and offspring in this family show that they differ quite
a lot. These differences in modifiers can be seen in Figure 16 too where the noses of the
parents are small while the child has a much wider nose. Multiple generations, seen in
Figure 17, sometimes have similarities in DNA but these results can not be recreated and
are purely coincidental. Since the Random Model is only constrained by the maximum
and minimum levels that the modifiers can be set to, the simulation sometimes generates
unlikely appearances.
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6.3 Average Model Results

Figure 18: One generation generated by the Average Model.

The resulting generated content produced by the average simulation generates very predict-
able results. Running the simulation with the same parent DNA files will yield exactly the
same offspring DNA every time. An example family generated by the average model can be
seen in Figure 18. The DNA files of the offspring in this family contain the average values
of the two parent DNA files. As an example result, if one parent has a large modifier value
for the width of the nose and the other parent has a small value, the resulting generated
child will have the average value. This average effect can be seen in Figure 18. Since the
generated results are constrained by the parents values, they will always have less ’extreme’
features than their parents. This effect becomes stronger when multiple generations are gen-
erated and it is observable in the data as well as in the visual results. Multiple generations
generated by the Average Model can be seen in Figure 19, the leveling out of features can
be seen by comparing the children to their grandparents. Noteworthy also is the fact that
the two siblings are in fact identical.
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6.4 Feature Model 1 Results

Figure 20: One generation generated by Feature Model 1.

The content produced by Feature Model 1 can be quite diverse. There are 10 features that
will be chosen for the offspring and the features can come from either of two parents. This
means that the number of different offspring DNA that can be generated with this model is
210 which is equal to 1024. An example family generated by Feature Model 1 can be seen
in Figure 20. In this model whole sets of modifiers are inherited as features, this behavior
is visible in Figure 20 where the offspring has gotten the mouth from the left parent and the
nose from the right parent. The generated results are constrained by the fact that all DNA
values will be copied from a parent file. In multiple generations, seen in Figure 21, features
and their associated data can be followed from parent to child. The noses of the children
on the bottom level of Figure 21 are copies of one of their parents noses, which in turn is a
copy from a top level parent.
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6.5 Feature Model 2 Results

Figure 22: One generation generated by Feature Model 2.

The content generated by Feature Model 2 can be even more diverse the results of Feature
Model 1. Just as before there are 10 features to be chosen for any offspring, they can come
from either parent but at least three must come from either. They can also be either the
parents active or passive DNA, this gives the following number of possible offspring DNA
combinations:

7

∑
n=3

(
10
n

)
= 933 888

An example family generated by Feature Model 2 can be seen in Figure 22. The whole
feature inheritance is visible in Figure 22, the head shape and mouth of the child come from
the left parent, whereas the nose comes from the right parent. When multiple generations
are generated, features can skip a generations. This behaviour can be seen in Figure 23
by looking at the nose of the third top level character from the left. This nose is active in
this generation, not seen in the offspring of this model, but then visible again in one of the
children at the bottom level. The children can inherit more features from one parent, but the
constraint in how many features can come from the different parents assures that this model
will always generate content that contains data from both of the parents.

The idea of treating features as whole items that was inspired from results found in The Sims
4 can be seen in the results of both the features models. If two very similar characters except
for the mouths are used to generate children you can see in Figure 24 that the offspring will
get one or the other, the small mouth or the large one. This is very much like the result from
the Sims seen in Figure 6 in section 3.2.1.
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Figure 24: Two manually generated parents and six children generated
by Feature Model 2.

6.6 Evaluation of results

6.6.1 Resource Evaluation

To estimate the use of resources, runtimes were measured for each model. Note that the
results presented are averages taken by running the simulations ten times, the results are
also rounded off.
The four models had the following run times:
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Run times

Random Model 0.589 ms

Average Model 0.107 ms

Feature Model 1 1.395 ms

Feature Model 2 1.397 ms

The fastest model, by far, is the Average Model which is done after only about 0.1 ms
while the two feature models are slow in comparison, taking about 1.4 ms. The Random
Model has worse performance than the Average Model, finishing after about 0.6 ms, and it
is the model with the most varied time results. The different resource use of the models are
visualized in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Run times comparison for models, in ms.

6.6.2 Visual Evaluation Poll

A total number of 64 people answered the visual evaluation poll. The points for the one
generation images and multiple generation images for each model were then added together
to achieve a total rating for each model, the results can be seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: The point results for all models, for one and multiple gen-
eration images.

For the one generation images, the two feature models have the highest scores followed by
the Average Model while the Random Model is falling far behind. The Average Model was
the most controversial model for one generation images, with the widest range of ratings it
received both one and tens and almost every rating in between at least once. This can be
compared to the results of both feature models which have a 99% of their ratings above 5.

For multiple generations Feature Model 2 does better but both feature models do well.
The Average Model does about the same as it did for one generation. Finally the Random
Model does better than for one generation but becomes more controversial and receives a
wider range of ratings as participants have rated it very differently.

6.6.3 Qualitative Results

The comments received regarding the ratings of the different models were mostly varied.
Something that did stick out, and was mentioned several times in the comments was that
while participants could see resemblance in the multiple generations of the Average Model
they comment that the children seem "normalized", "generic", "lack unique characteristics",
"...looks like an average", and that "features are lost each generation".
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6.7 Generating Populations

To limit the estimation of the results, assume that the models take sex into account. Then
if ten parents are created manually, five females and five males, and from all possible fe-
male/male couples two children are generated, one male child and one female child. This
becomes a total number of 52 · 2 = 50 children. Each child will have no common ances-
try with (5− 1)2 = 16 other children of the opposite sex, this is illustrated in Figure 27.
So all children with no common ancestry also generate two children. This becomes a total
number of 25 ·16 ·2 = 800 children. So in total, from a set of ten manually created individu-
als, at least 50 + 800 = 850 new individuals can be generated. If you remove the siblings
850/2 = 425 individuals can be created in this fashion. On a more general form, let m be
the number of females/males, then the total number of manually created individuals is m ·2.
Thus m2 opposite sex pairs can be created. If all pairs generate one female and one male
then total number of children they generate is m2 · 2. All these children have no common
ancestry with (m−1)2 of the other children. Then they also generate two children with all
of those. Thus the total number of children that can be generated from the base set of m ·2
individuals is 2 · (m2 +m2 · (m−1)2). If siblings are not to be counted then this should also
be divided by 2.

Figure 27: The children in the top left corner can reproduce with the 16
children with whom they share no common ancestry with.

If the assumption of the need for different sexes is discarded, then ten manually created
individuals can all generate offspring with one another, a total number of

(10
2

)
= 45 children.

These 45 children have no common ancestry with
(8

2

)
= 28 other children. So without

creating any siblings, together they can generate (45 ·28)/2 = 630 children. So from a base
of ten individuals a total number of 45 + 630 = 675 new individuals can be generated. On a
more general form, for n individuals,

(n
2

)
children can be generated. Of these children each

child shares no common ancestry with
(n−2

2

)
children. So the total number of children that
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can be generated from a base set of n is:(
n
2

)
+

(n
2

)
·
(n−2

2

)
2

This means that from a base set of a hundred manually created characters, 11 768 625
individuals can be generated.
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7 Discussion

One of the goals for the character customization was to allow for a lot of variation and thus
making sure that generated content could be diverse. The definition of variation in these
circumstances makes this a complicated thing to prove. To illustrate this problem one can
think of nature. Nature offers a huge variation of types of green grass, but most people
would not be able to see the difference. So what is in fact a large variation might not be
perceived as such because the variation is too small or subtle. Getting varied results is easy
from a data perspective, if the result is not perceivable enough the 3D model can be exten-
ded until enough variation is perceived. Exactly which features, how many features, or if
multiple feature versions allow for the largest perceived variation in character customization
could be studied in depth on its own and is not in scope for this thesis.

The proposed model is not as fast as the reference Random Model, but it can still be con-
sidered a fast simulation. In a game using 60 frames per second, each frame takes about
16.67(1000/60) ms to render. This means that Feature Model 2 could be simulated almost
16 times during a single frame. The need for that many simulations is also very unlikely.
Feature Model 2 is slowed down by the randomizing of numbers and by comparing name
prefixes of features, both of these issues are considered easy to optimize and this would
result in an even faster model.

Observable, as expected, in the results is that an increased level of complexity leads to an
increased use of resources. The least complex model, the Average Model with very few
operations is the fastest, and Feature Model 2 with the highest complexity is the slowest.
This relationship between complexity and resource use is assumed to hold true also for the
complex model proposed by Cavalcante Viera et al. As Feature Model 2 is a lot less complex
than their proposed model, not requiring multiple simulations or per vertex calculations, it
is assumed to use less resources.

One could argue that one of the reference models (the Average Model) is very fast and did
not receive such bad results in the poll. Perhaps which model is the best depends on what it
is going to be used for. Even the Random Model could probably have areas of use, where
constraints are not important. The Average Model does very well if generation of content
is only to be done once and the differences between the parents are big enough. The aim
of the proposed model however was that it should be able to generate larger populations.
The obvious problems with the Average Model such as generating identical siblings, distinct
features disappearing to quickly, and multiple generations quickly going towards an average
does not make it a good candidate for this purpose.

Compared to this, the results generated by Feature Model 2 hold very high quality, features
can be traced through generations, children look like their parents most of the time but
features can skip a generation and let them get elements from grandparents which gives a
very realistic feeling. The amount of resources used is tiny compared to all that is gained
by using the proposed model. The added immersion and realism achieved by varied content
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and genetic kinship adds replay value and is probably worth spending even more resources
on because they are connected to why we enjoy games in the first place, so the proposed
model can definitely add more enjoyment to a game at a very low cost.
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8 Future Work

There are things that could be done do improve the feature models. The Random Model and
the Average Model will not be considered for future work, as they exists only to compare
with the other models.

Adding More Features To improve the number of possible individuals that can be cre-
ated, all models would benefit from more modifiers. New modifiers in the face but also
external features such as eyebrow types and hair of different types could be added. Skin
textures and color variations for skin, eyes and hair would also be a good way of extending
the base 3D model. Adding this is a matter of content creation since the model can already
support it. Adding more features would increase the variability for all models, and it may
result in improved resemblance within families.

Genetic Mutation For improved variation in offspring, the introduction of some kind
of constrained random mutations of the data would benefit the models. It would do so by
adding variation to the content automatically even if parents have very similar features. This
would allow for generations to change over time without the introduction of new extreme
features.

Dominance To possible add another level of realism to the feature models, an imple-
mentation of dominance could be implemented. By allowing features to be more or less
dominant. This could be done by using weights that affect the chance of which parent the
feature should be inherited from making it more likely that brown eyes are inherited over
blue as an example. This needs further investigation as this might affect the use of resources.

Randomization To reduce the resource use of running the feature model simulations, all
the randomization needed for the feature models could be done at start up instead of when
needed. In just a couple of seconds, random numbers that could be used for thousands of
simulations could be generated and then stored and used when needed in game. The random
numbers could also be re-used as long as they are used for simulations with a different set of
parents. Since most models rely heavily on randomization, it would also be worth looking
in to different random number generators, such as the Mersenne Twister, to make sure that
random numbers have a good spread.

DNA Files To minimize resource use in the feature models, a new design of the DNA
files could be implemented. The use of prefixes to determine features is slow because
of string comparison being slow. This could be avoided by re-design of the DNA files,
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creating a system of where DNA for specific features is stored in file. If done well this
could completely remove the string comparison.

Extended Visual Evaluation To determine more accurately where models succeed and
fail, more visual evaluations should be done. This should also be combined with balancing
tests for how many features should be the minimum to get from one parent, perhaps there
is a better number than three. Also the balancing for how often passive features should
become inherited over active ones.

Extended Resource Use Evaluation To better determine the different use of resources,
flops per second could be calculated for the different models.
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9 Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to propose a simulation model that could be used for automatic 3D
content generation. The simulation should also strive to make the end results imitate genetic
inheritance. The other aim was that the simulation model would perform considerably better
than a simple randomization model while using less resources than more complex models
suggested by others. The reasoning behind the goals was that generating content in this
fashion instead of manual creation is valuable in many ways, such as saving development
time and adding diversity and realism to virtual worlds.

The proposed Feature Model 2, performs very well, successfully generating multiple gener-
ations of diverse 3D individuals that still bear genetic resemblance. This can not be said for
the reference Random Model. So the proposed model will be considered to perform much
better than the Random Model in terms of content results. The proposed model does well in
imitating genetic inheritance while using less resources than models previously suggested
by others, not to mention that with some optimization, the resource use of the proposed
model could be brought down even further, making it even better. Hence the conclusion
is that the proposed model, while using smaller amounts of resources than more complex
existing models, successfully generates high quality results that could be used for large
content generations.
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A Modifiers and 3D Model Tests

– mouth_amorbow
– eye_angle
– top_forehead_bone
– nose_length
– mouth_width
– neck_Chin_angle
– neck_jaw_width
– nose_angle
– mouth_chin_fat
– top_temple_thickness
– neck_old_fat
– eye_distance
– neck_Chin_dep
– top_forehead_angle
– nose_width
– mouth_lip_upper
– neck_chin_width
– eye_temporal_start_width
– nose_chinbone
– mouth_lip_lower
– neck_head_rotation
– distance1
– distance2
– distance3
– distance4
– distance5
– eye_lobe_depth_down
– eye_lobe_depth_up
– neck_chin_fat
– nose_silhuette
– eye_eyebrow_thickness
– Blend 0
– Blend 1
– Blend 2
– Blend 3
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B Time and Poll Results

Time results for the models.

Random
0.0005035400391
0.0006203651428
0.0004687309265
0.0004630088806
0.0004432201385
0.0005855560303
0.0007557868958
0.0006368160248
0.0006520748138
0.0007648468018

Average
0.0001010894775
0.0001006126404
0.0001003742218
0.0001032352448
0.0001044273376
0.0001018047333
0.0001592636108
0.0001010894775
0.0001027584076
0.0001001358032

FM1
0.001358509064
0.001350402832
0.001402139664
0.001447677612
0.001477479935
0.001369476318
0.001375436783
0.001379013062
0.00139093399
0.001394510269

FM2
0.001394271851
0.001393795013
0.001443862915
0.001388549805
0.001411437988
0.001379728317
0.001393795013
0.001373767853
0.001369953156
0.001421689987
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C Example DNA File

"mouth_amorbow" = { active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } s "eye_angle" ={ active_item=0.000
passive_item=0.730 } "top_forehead_bone" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 }
"nose_length" ={ active_item=1.000 passive_item=0.000 } "mouth_width" ={ active_item=0.000
passive_item=1.000 } "neck_Chin_angle" ={ active_item=0.480 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_jaw_width"
={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "nose_angle" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000
} "mouth_chin_fat" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "top_temple_thickness"
={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_old_fat" ={ active_item=0.000 pass-
ive_item=0.000 } "eye_distance" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_Chin_dep"
={ active_item=0.450 passive_item=0.000 } "top_forehead_angle" ={ active_item=0.350
passive_item=0.000 } "nose_width" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=1.000 } "mouth_lip_upper"
={ active_item=1.000 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_chin_width" ={ active_item=0.480 pass-
ive_item=1.000 } "eye_temporal_start_width" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 }
"nose_chinbone" ={ active_item=1.000 passive_item=0.000 } "mouth_lip_lower" ={ act-
ive_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_head_rotation" ={ active_item=0.000 pass-
ive_item=0.000 } "distance1" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.480 } "distance2" ={
active_item=0.530 passive_item=0.530 } "distance3" ={ active_item=0.530 passive_item=0.530
} "distance4" ={ active_item=0.480 passive_item=0.480 } "distance5" ={ active_item=0.470
passive_item=0.000 } "eye_lobe_depth_down" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000
} "eye_lobe_depth_up" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "neck_chin_fat" ={
active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "nose_silhuette" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000
} "eye_eyebrow_thickness" ={ active_item=1.000 passive_item=0.000 } "Blend 0" ={ act-
ive_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "Blend 1" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000
} "Blend 2" ={ active_item=0.000 passive_item=0.000 } "Blend 3" ={ active_item=0.000
passive_item=0.000 }
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